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01  SITE & LANDSCAPE
02  BUILDING ENCLOSURE & MATERIALS
03  QUESTIONS & DISCUSSION
01 SITE & LANDSCAPE
EXTERIOR ENCLOSURE
TRANSFORMATION OVER TIME

1856  1904  1930  1970
PREVIOUS DESIGN PRESENTED IN 2019
Plan Updates

1. Relocated memorial
2. Added seating area
3. Lowered wall height
4. Removed select trees
5. Removed select shrubs
6. New entry
7. "Moon" tree

EASTER AIRY STREET
STRAWBERRY PLACE
SWEDE STREET
EAST MAIN STREET
Rhythm and Scale

Alignment to Historic Courthouse and Piano Noble

Alignment and Deference to Historic Annex

Deference to Cupola
PREVIOUS MATERIAL - TRANSLUCENT STONE
03 QUESTIONS & DISCUSSION